ARTS TRANSLATION

Get an INSTANT quote for your Arts Translation project now!
—————————————————————————————————————
——————
Art Translation refers to the translation of art-related text or audio
materials. Translation of this category requires exquisite writing skills
because art is rather diﬀerent in nature from other forms of human
recreations. An art translator thus needs to do a lot better than to
accurately translate and should try endowing the beauty of the original
work into the translated work by any means and using any rhetoric
techniques.
Why it matters?
Hundreds of thousands of pieces of the ﬁnest arts are being exhibited
annually and they deserve to be appreciated by audience from all
countries. A poor translation could result in the failure to fully convey the
innate meaning of the original art work and thus make
misrepresentations.
—————————————————————————————————————
——————
Why we are good?
·Professional Arts Translators
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We only assign arts translation tasks to our handpicked reserve of
professional arts translators with years of experience in the translation of
art-related literary contents or ﬁne linguists with an academic
background in arts.
·Quality Assurance
CCJK has forged a streamlined and strict QA system over its starting
decade that will guarantee the precision and clarity of its arts translation
works.
·Punctual Delivery
Understanding what punctual delivery of arts translations means to the
client, CCJK has kept a sound record of extreme punctuality with its
streamlined work processes and vast talents pool in place to provide ultra
productivity.
·Instantaneous Communication
During the Arts Translation, CCJK will deliver periodic progress reports on
the project as to your requirements. A Project Manager will also be
assigned whom you may contact for feedbacks on the Arts Translation
project anytime.
Submit your Arts Translation project now!
Contact us for more info on our Arts Translation Service or request a
free quote.
—————————————————————————————————————
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Conﬁdentiality
We fully understand that conﬁdentiality is of critical concern to you and
your business partners and oﬀer top privacy guidelines for our translation
service.
Arts Translation Services Provided:
·Arts in general
·Crafts
·Paintings
We

oﬀer

Arts

Translation

Services

among

the

following

languages:
Arabic, Austrian, Bengali, Bulgarian, Burmese, Catalan, Chinese
Simpliﬁed, Chinese Traditional, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch,
English, Estonian, Finnish, French, Georgian, German, Greek,
Hebrew, Hindi, Hmong, Hungarian, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese,
Kazakh, Khmer, Korean, Lao, Latvian, Lithuania, Malay,
Malayalam, Norwegian, Persian(Farsi), Polish, Portuguese,
Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Slovenian, Somali, Spanish,
Swedish, Tagalog, Tamil, Thai, Turkish, Ukrainian, Urdu, Uzbek,
Vietnamese and 398 more Languages!
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